
Dear ones, friends and family,                All Hallow’s Eve, October 31, 2019 

This is my second ministry report on our 10-day venture, this time focused on Spain. As I write this, Sue and the 
other women on this trip are away on a late-night prayer walk and drive through the “red light district” of Málaga, 
while our men are back to the hotel, catching up on sleep. Not me, I stay up to capture my 
thots & pics for the last three days, and celebrate answers to your prayers and mine—I’m  
healed! Everything is coming out good: our work projects & speaking presentations,… our 
personal team interactions,… our engagement with refugees and trafficked victims. Even 
the Nationals win the World Series, which I live stream—finally, something good out of DC!  

We work hard distributing food and “building stuff” for the city-wide pantry known as Diez42—a ministry of helps, 
living out Matthew 10:42, “giving a cup of cold water in Jesus’ name.” So many take-aways from this, but no real pics.  
I cannot show you any faces of the M clients or local volunteers who frequent this community center, just hands and 
feet and tippy toes of those of us piling huge pallets of milk, floor to ceiling. (FYI, pasteurized milk at ultra-high heat is 
shelf-stable 60 days.) We join dozens of volunteers from area churches and (eight?) NGOs to unload the semi-trucks 
& vans. They collaborate in providing this food, plus social services, job training, sewing classes, English conversation, 
counseling and prayer—as well as caring for one another in this tough mission field. Such a witness in a world of hurt. 

Our Days for Girls leader, Adrienne, lent her tippy toe to the cause, literally, when a pallet of food landed on it.  

From 180 to 220 refugee families, mostly M’s 
from North Africa, visit EVERY week. Larger families 
receive up to 63 lbs of produce, incl 12 liters of milk, 
fresh veggies, rice, pasta, and more. 

Our day revolves @ eating good food ourselves—incl “churros,” a pastry double dipped in chocolate fondue—"not 
that there’s anything wrong with that” (Seinfeld).  Though I’m healed, our team still 
deals with health issues. Adrienne’s toe, some travel sickness (it travels, duh!), plus 
other afflictions and emotional overload, slow us down. It’s always “next man up”—
or in our case, next woman up, as Ashlyn (above, front L) does very ably presenting 
on women’s hygiene.  The other outreach, connecting refugees biking to/from “sea 
of plastics” (greenhouses) goes well: 26 stop to visit! Two, just laid off, wanted their 
pic posted with us.  All from High Point and Málaga thank you for prayers. Dietrich 


